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The Situation
Express launched its e-commerce operations in July 2008 and has seen rapid growth since 
then. Web sales rose 25.8% in 2013 to $341 million and constituted 15.5% of total sales 
– placing Express at No. 97 in the Internet Retailer Top 500. Protecting this channel from 
fraud and minimising chargebacks is a priority, according to Steve Nicholas, Director of 
E-commerce Operations at Express. Initially, online fraud was not a major issue because 
web sales were low and did not attract fraudsters. But as web sales grew, so did the 
attention of fraudsters, which eventually resulted in an average chargeback rate of .85% 
during the period of October 2009 – September 2010. “At the time, we had a very basic 
rule set for fraud detection, and a resulting high order held rate for manual review,” says 
Nicholas. “As fraud grew, it became clear that we needed to step up our fraud detection 
capability with a more sophisticated, comprehensive solution and automate faster reviews 
and approvals of legitimate transactions.”

The Solution
In 2010, Express spent three months evaluating fraud management solutions. Priorities 
included a solution that would automatically process a broad range of fraud data streams, 
deep analytics and a flexible rules capability allowing the fine tuning of analytics to address 
a rapidly changing fraud landscape. Express chose Accertify® Fraud Management, and 
following a three month implementation the solution went live in October 2010. “We 
noticed improvements almost immediately in terms of fewer chargebacks,” says Nicholas. 
“This allowed us to instantly drop the high order held rate of about 25% to about 5%, and 
significantly lowered our labor costs associated with manual review.” The chargeback rate 
averaged .14% during 2013.

Nicholas says the automation provided by Accertify’s solution makes it easy to use. The 
Express fraud team is able to easily leverage Accertify’s robust fraud detection capabilities 
to quickly spot and stop emerging threats. At Express, these threats have included mules, 
which are people who receive merchandise they don’t know was purchased with a stolen 
card, and forward that merchandise to the fraudster; advanced phishing; and account 
takeovers where fraudsters gain access to legitimate accounts and use those to place 
orders. “To stay vigilant, we use Accertify® Professional Services to help us fine tune fraud 
rules,” says Nicholas. Express also uses Accertify® Managed Services to address order 
up-swells during holiday seasons without having to increase headcount. “We have a solid 
working relationship with Accertify’s team and appreciate their expertise, flexibility, and 
professionalism,” says Nicholas. Express most recently enhanced their fraud management 
capabilities by adding DeviceID for refinement of the rule set, and Accertify® Chargeback 
Management for more granular control and automation of the chargeback process.

Express is a specialty apparel and 
accessories retailer of women’s 
and men’s merchandise, targeting 
the 20 to 30 year old customer. 
The company has over 30 years 
of experience offering a distinct 
combination of fashion and quality 
for multiple lifestyle occasions 
at an attractive value addressing 
fashion needs across work, casual, 
jeanswear, and going-out occasions. 
The Company currently operates 
more than 600 retail and factory 
outlet stores, located primarily in 
high-traffic shopping malls, lifestyle 
centres, and street locations across 
the United States, Canada and Puerto 
Rico. Express merchandise is also 
available at franchise stores in the 
Middle East and Latin America. The 
company also markets and sells its 
products through the company’s 
e-commerce website, www.express.
com. The Columbus, Ohio-based 
company’s 2013 revenues totaled  
$2.2 billion.

“Accertify has provided 
Express with an effective tool 
for reducing online fraud 
and enabling operational 
efficiencies in the fraud 
management team – we are 
very happy with these results!”  
James Hilt – Senior Vice 
President E-commerce,  
Express Inc.

Express Accelerates Online Business by  
Cutting Fraud with Accertify
After deploying Accertify® Fraud Management, Express cut its order held rate by 80% and 
reduced its peak chargeback rate by 91%, saving the company millions of dollars.
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The Results
As a result of working with Accertify, Express has accomplished its goal of reducing credit 
card fraud on its website, as well as achieving these results:

• Reduced chargebacks. Express cut chargebacks from a peak monthly rate of 1.59% 
prior to deployment of Accertify in October 2010. The average annual chargeback rate 
during 2013 was .14%.

• Cut order held rate. Prior to Accertify, the order held rate was about 25%. After 
deployment, the rate dropped to about 5%. Now, most orders ship the same day.

• Automated payment risk management. With Accertify, Express has automated fraud 
management to enable faster, more effective decision making by fraud analysts while 
eliminating a significant burden of manually processing risk data.

• Efficient, comprehensive screening. The solution has enabled deep, real-time 
visibility on potential fraud without increasing headcount – especially spotting 
emerging threats such as mules, advanced phishing and account takeovers.

• Added fraud protection on demand. The use of Accertify Managed Services during 
holidays has seamlessly added fraud protection for peaks in sales volume without 
adding headcount.  

• Solidified e-commerce as pillar of growth. The financial efficiencies enabled with 
Accertify have enhanced the economic value of Express’ online channel. 

“We noticed improvements almost immediately after deploying Accertify.  
Less fraud and faster shipment of orders.” – Steve Nicholas

“E-commerce is one of 
Express’s four pillars of 
growth. We rely on Accertify 
to minimise online fraud 
and chargebacks, to ensure 
that payments are approved 
and processed quickly, and 
enable fast fulfillment of 
orders. The use of Accertify’s 
Fraud Management solution, 
Professional Services, and 
Managed Services has saved 
Express millions of dollars.”

Steve Nicholas 
Director, E-commerce Operations 
Express Inc.

Accertify Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of American Express, is a leading provider of fraud prevention, chargeback management and payment gateway solutions to merchant customers spanning diverse 
industries worldwide. Accertify’s suite of products and services help e-commerce companies grow their business by driving down the total cost of fraud, simplifying business processes and ultimately 
increasing revenue. To complement these solutions, Accertify also offers its customers a best-of-breed portfolio of support, professional and managed services that empower companies to focus on 
growing their business, rather than on the underlying technology of their e-commerce systems. To learn more, visit www.accertify.com.
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